This paper addresses the task of assigning labels of finegrained named entity (NE) types to Wikipedia articles. Information of NE types are useful when extracting knowledge of NEs from natural language text. It is common to apply an approach based on supervised machine learning to named entity classification. However, in a setting of classifying into fine-grained types, one big challenge is how to alleviate the data sparseness problem since one may obtain far fewer instances for each fine-grained types. To address this problem, we propose two methods. First, we introduce a multi-task learning framework, in which NE type classifiers are all jointly trained with a neural network. The neural network has a hidden layer, where we expect that effective combinations of input features are learned across different NE types. Second, we propose to extend the input feature set by exploiting the hyperlink structure of Wikipedia. While most of previous studies are focusing on engineering features from the articles' contents, we observe that the information of the contexts the article is mentioned can also be a useful clue for NE type classification. Concretely, we propose to learn article vectors (i.e. entity embeddings) from Wikipedia's hyperlink structure using a Skip-gram model. Then we incorporate the learned article vectors into the input feature set for NE type classification. To conduct large-scale practical experiments, we created a new dataset containing over 22,000 manually labeled articles. With the dataset, we empirically show that both of our ideas gained their own statistically significant improvement separately in classification accuracy. Moreover, we show that our proposed methods are particularly effective in labeling infrequent NE types. We've made the learned article vectors publicly available. The labeled dataset is available if one contacts the authors.
Introduction
Knowledge of people, things, and events are indispensable to extend the research of the semantic web. Such kinds of knowledge are represented by named entities (NEs). To aqcuire a large amount of knowledge of NEs, natural language processing (NLP) techniques are essential. In particular, named entity recognition (NER) is a crucial component task for extracting information of NEs. One recent direction of extending the research field of NEs is to consider a larger set of fine-grained entity types [2] - [5] . Recent studies report that fine-grained NER makes improvements to such applications as entity linking [6] and question answering [7] . Given this background, this paper addresses the issue of creating a large gazetteer of NEs with fine-grained entity type information. Specifically, we consider building such a gazetteer by automatically classifying the articles of Wikipedia, one of the largest collection of NEs, into a set of fine-grained named entity types. Our work is motivated by the previous observations that a large-coverage gazetteer is a valuable resource for coarse-grained NER [8] , [9] , while effectiveness of a gazetteer in fine-grained NER is only confirmed in limied languages [10] .
To conduct fine-grained NE typing, one possible approach is to use semantic categories defined in existing knowledge bases such as DBpedia and Freebase. However, these crowd-based knowledge bases suffer from low and biased coverage [11] , [12] . Instead, our approach uses a predefined type set of NEs proposed by Sekine et al. [3] , following existing works on NE classification [13] and NER [14] . Although we used Sekine et al.'s type set for experiments, our method can be applied to any NE type set.
The task of classifying Wikipedia articles into a predefined set of semantic classes has already been addressed by many researchers [13] , [15] - [19] . However, most of these studies assume coarse-grained NE type sets (3 to 15 types). Fine-grained classification is naturally expected to be more difficult than coarse-grained classification. One big challenge is how to alleviate the problem of data sparseness when applying supervised machine learning approaches. For example, articles such as "Japan", "Mt. Fuji", and "Tokyo dome", may be classified as Country, Mountain, and Sports Facility respectively in a fine-grained type set whereas all of them fall into the same type Location in a common coarse-grained type set. Given the same number Copyright c 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers of labeled training instances, one may obtain far fewer instances for each fine-grained type. Another challenge is in that fine-grained entity types may not be disjoint; for example, "Banana" can be classified as Flora and Food Other simultaneously.
To address these issues, in this paper, we propose two methods (illustrated in Fig. 1 ). First, we adopt the notion of multi-task learning [20] and solve the whole task using a two-layered neural network. Our model learns all types of training instances jointly, which enables the model to learn combinations of input features commonly effective for multiple NE types with the hidden layer. By sharing effective feature combinations across different NE types, the data scarcity in minority NE types can be alleviated. Furthermore, this model can also naturally realize multi-label classification.
Second, we extend the feature set by exploiting the hyper-text structure of Wikipedia. The idea of using hyperlinks for Wikipedia article classification was first reported by Dakka et al. [16] . In their work, they represented local context of anchor texts of hyperlinks in Wikipedia as bagof-words features. However, since its feature space was too sparse, they reported that the new context features had no effect on improving classification performance. Our proposal is to refine the context features using a distributed representation. To do this, we give each article a vector learned from all context words around hyperlinks (i.e. anchor texts) in Wikipedia using the Skip-gram model [21] . In the Skipgram model, vector representations of words are learned so that two words similar in contexts have vectors with high similarity. In our intuition, articles in the same NE types are likely to be mentioned in similar contexts. Therefore, we adopt this model for learning article vectors.
We test our ideas on Japanese Wikipedia articles using the 200-NE type set proposed by Sekine et al. [3] . The results of our experiments show that the proposed methods achieve a 4.94-point improvement in entity-based F1 score. Our methods are particularly effective in labeling infrequent NE types.
Main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose to apply a neural network-based multi-task learning method to the fine-grained multi-label classification of Wikipedia articles.
• We also propose to encode the local context of hyperlinks as vectors using the Skip-gram model. We make the obtained vectors publicly available † .
• We created a new dataset by manually annotating over 22,000 Japanese Wikipedia articles with fine-grained NE types. The dataset is available if one contacts the authors.
• We tested our models on our new dataset and empirically showed their positive impacts on the accuracy of classification.
Related Work
The task of assigning labels of NE types to Wikipedia articles has been addressed in the context of automatic construction of an NE gazetteer from Wikipedia articles. Toral and Muñoz [18] proposed a method to classify Wikipedia articles into three NE types (Location, Organization, Person) using words included in the body of the article. They used WordNet as an external knowledge base for collecting hypernym information. They also applied weighted voting heuristics to determine NE types of articles. Dakka and Cucerzan [16] classified articles into four NE types (PER, ORG, LOC, MISC) defined in ACE [22] using supervised machine learning algorithms based on SVMs and naive Bayes. They used the bag-of-words in the target article as well as context words from the anchor text linking to the target article. Watanabe et al. [19] focused on the HTML tree/link structure in Wikipedia articles. They formalized an NE categorization problem as assigning of NE labels to anchor texts in Wikipedia. They constructed graph-based representations of articles and estimated assignments of NE labels over the graphs using conditional random fields. In addition to these studies, there have been efforts toward automatic categorization [15] , [17] . However, most of these studies assume a relatively small set of coarse-grained NE types (up to only 15 types). In recent years, several projects such as YAGO [23] and DBpedia [24] have been devoted to provide Wikipedia articles with ontology class labels by applying simple heuristic or hand-crafted rules. However, these approaches heavily rely on metadata (e.g., infobox templates and category labels) and suffer from insufficient coverage of rules due to the lack of metadata, as reported by Aprosio et al. [11] and Färber et al. [12] . There is another project, Wikidata [25] , which aims to create a collaboratively edited knowledge base. Wikidata is highly interlinked to Wikipedia since it allows Wikipedia articles to access data in corresponding data stored in Wikidata.
Another trend of research which may seem relevant to our work can be found in efforts for automatically annotating entity mentions in text with fine-grained NE type labels defined in an existing type hierarchy such as Freebase [26] - [28] . While these studies focus on the identification and classification of individual mentions, our work aims at the classification of Wikipedia articles. The two tasks are related and may well benefit from each other. However, they are not the same; techniques proposed for mention classification cannot directly apply to our task nor can be compared with our methods.
The work closest to our study is done by Higashinaka et al. [13] , who proposed a supervised machine learning model for classifying Wikipedia articles into the 200 fine-grained NE types defined by Sekine et al. [3] . They conducted experiments to determine effective features extracted from article titles, body text, category labels, and infobox templates in Wikipedia. They train a logistic regression-based binary classifier for each type individually and the overall model chooses a single NE type receiving the highest score from the classifiers, ignoring the possibility that a Wikipedia article may belong to multiple NE categories. In contrast, our model learns classifiers for different NE types jointly and also addresses the issue of multi-label classification.
Data Preparation

Sekine et al.'s Fine-Grained NE Type Set
In this study, we use the Extended Named Entity Hierarchy † proposed by Sekine et al. [3] as our fine-grained NE type set. This type set is based on an encyclopedia and designed to cover almost all entities which could have names. Since its first release in 2002, this type set is continuously updated to maintain its coverage, and several corpora have been created for NER [29] and entity linking [14] , making the type set † https://sites.google.com/site/extendednamedentityhierarchy/ the de facto standard for Japanese NE researches. In our work, we use this type set so that our contribution can be extensively used for these kinds of researches.
The ontology consists of 200 types, structured in a three-layered hierarchy. In this type hierarchy, a Wikipedia article may fall into multiple categories. Consider the following example:
Article title: Godzilla Article body: Godzilla is a giant monster originating from a series of tokusatsu films of the same name from Japan. . . . (excerpted from the English corresponding page of the same title)
It is reasonable to assume that the entity of this article belong to both Character and Movie).
Manual Annotation
From Japanese Wikipedia as of Nov. 23, 2015, we first extracted 22,667 articles that are hyperlinked at least 100 times from other articles in Wikipedia. We then manually annotated each of the 22,667 articles with one or more NE type labels from Sekine et al's type set. To each Wikipedia article, the annotator † † assigns NE types that can be identified only from the information of the body (possibly with Infobox tables) of the article. In the annotation process, we do not consider either the title of the article or the local contexts of its anchor texts.
Articles on abstract notions such as "Peace" and "Sleep" do not fall into any NE category particularly. We labeled such articles as CONCEPT. Wikipedia also includes articles or pages specific to Wikipedia like "List of characters in The Lion King" and "Wikipedia: Index". Those pages need to be discarded as well. We therefore decided to label such pages as IGNORED. Among our 22,667 articles, 2,660 articles are labeled as CONCEPT and 611 as IGNORED. Overall, our task is to classify Wikipedia articles into the 202 categories (Sekine et al.'s 200 types and the two additional categories). Table 1 lists 10 most frequent labels that appear in the annotated articles and Table 2 shows examples of infrequent labels. As shown in these tables, the distribution of NE types in our data set is highly skewed. This makes the data sparseness problem salient particularly for the long tail of infrequent NE types. Table 3 shows the distribution of the number of labels assigned to one article in the annotated data. Most of the articles have only one label whereas 4.6% of articles were assigned multiple labels. This figure may seem not to be a big deal. However, given that the error rate of our model is already below 20% (see Sect. 5.2), considering the 4.6% is inevitable to seek further improvements. 
Proposed Methods
Joint Learning of Multi-Label Classifiers
As a baseline approach of multi-label classification, we construct a classifier for each NE type; each classifier independently decides whether an article should be tagged with the corresponding NE type. We model this setting using binary classifiers based on logistic regression ( Fig. 2 (a) ). We call this model Indep-Logistic. While Indep-Logistic is a simple model, this model may not work well for infrequent NE types because of the sparseness of the training data. This problem is crucial particularly in our task setting because the distribution of our NE types in Wikipedia is highly skewed as reported above.
To address this problem, we propose a method based on multi-task learning [20] and jointly train classifiers of all NE types. Concretely, we construct a neural network with a hidden layer (Fig. 2 (b) ) and train it so that each node in the output layer yields the probability of assigning the label of an NE type. Note that the activation function of the output layer is the sigmoid function, not the softmax function. This means that this model can output mutiple labels of NE types for each article. In this method, we aim to learn effective combinations of input features which can also be used for labeling of infrequent NE types. We call this model Joint-NN.
Note that there are two changes from Indep-Logistic to Joint-NN: incorporating of a hidden layer and applying of joint learning. To examine the effect of each individual method separately, we also consider an intermediate model, Indep-NN (Fig. 2 (c) ). Similarly to Indep-Logistic, this model trains a classifier for each label, but has a hidden layer.
Formally, the Indep-Logistic model estimates the conditional probability that a given Wikipedia article represented by an n-dimensional feature vector x ∈ R n belongs to NE type c:
where w c ∈ R n and b c ∈ R denote a weight vector and a bias term for NE type c, respectively. σ(x) = 1 1+e −x is a sigmoid function.
The Joint-NN model maps an input feature vector to a hidden layer with a matrix W whose parameters are shared across all the types:
where W ∈ R n×k and b ∈ R k denote a weight matrix and a bias vector of the k-dimensional hidden layer, w c ∈ R k and b c ∈ R denote a weight vector and a bias term, respectively, of the output layer, for each NE type c.
In contrast, the Indep-NN model maps an input feature vector to a hidden layer by using a matrix W c whose parameters are trained for each NE type independently:
where W c ∈ R n×k and b c ∈ R k denote a weight matrix and a bias vector, respectively, of the k-dimensional hidden layer for each NE type c. w c ∈ R k and b c ∈ R denote a weight vector and a bias term of the output layer for the NE type c, respectively.
The training data with N articles and C NE types is represented as {x
, where x is a feature vector of an article and y = {y c } C c=1 is an array of binary variables indicating if the article belongs to an NE type c. With this data set, we minimize the cross entropy loss L of each model by using Adam gradient-based optimization algorithm [30] :
{y c log(p(y c = 1|x))
Input Features
We used two sets of features for building the models; one is a reproduction of the previous study [13] , and the other is our novel proposal.
Baseline Features
As a baseline feature set, we reproduced the features proposed by Higashinaka et al. [13] . Table 4 lists all of In this example, words near the anchor text, such as summit and avalanche, can be useful for estimating the semantic category of "Mount Everest" and assigning the label Mountain to the article "Mount Everest". While a number of approaches have been proposed for learning distributed representations of words, we simply adopt the Skip-gram model [34] in this study.
Skip-gram trains a model so that it can predict context words from a centered word in a document. We apply this model to learn the embeddings of Wikipedia articles. To this end we need to address the following issues:
• An anchor text is not always identical to the article title to which the anchor refers. For this reason, we need to normalize an anchor text to the title of the article linked by the anchor.
• Article titles often consist of multiple words such as "White House". Therefore, we need a special treatment for tokenizing article titles.
• Not all of mentions to other articles are marked as anchor text in the Wikipedia articles. Typically, when an article mentions an entity multiple times, a hyperlink is inserted only at the first appearance of the mention to the entity † † † . † Note that although the features of "Last n character(s) in the title" are effective in labeling NE types of Japanese article titles, Higashinaka et al. [13] reports that "Last two characters in the title" are not so useful in combinations with other features.
† † We could instead use Paragraph Vectors proposed in [33] . However, the result of our preliminary experiments did not show its contribution to classification performance.
† † † https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual of Style/ Linking To address these problems, we designed the following preprocessing steps. First, we replace every anchor text with the title of the article referred to by the hyperlink of the anchor text. Next, we assume all occurrences of the phrase identical to an anchor text to have hyperlinks to the article linked by the anchor text † . This is based on the one-senseper-discourse assumption. In addition, all white spaces in article titles are replaced with " " to prevent article titles from being separated into words. In this way, we jointly learn vectors of words and articles. We use word2vec † † to obtain 200 dimensional vectors from the entire preprocessed articles.
We denote the 200-dimension article vector as F v .
Experiments
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our models, we conducted experiments for labeling NE types to Japanese Wikipedia articles.
Settings
We tested the three classifier models (Indep-Logistic, Indep-NN, and Joint-NN) with two different feature sets (F b and
For each combination of model and feature set, we evaluated classification performance by measuring entitybased/type-based precision, recall, and F1 value [35] , [36] over 10-fold cross validation. Entity-based precision, recall, and F1 value are calculated as below:
Here, Y (i) and Z (i) denote the set of correct labels and the set of predicted labels of article i, respectively. N denotes the number of documents. For type-based evaluation, we calculated precision, recall and F1 value of each named entity † Sometimes anchor texts are ambiguous, where anchor texts are linked to disambiguation pages. Such a non-disambiguated anchor text is replaced with the title of the target disambiguation page.
† † We used the implementation which is distributed on https:// code.google.com/p/word2vec/. We set context window size to 5, threshold for downsampling to 1e-3, and number of words for negative sampling to 5.
types.
For Indep-Logistic, we used scikit-learn [37] to train classifiers. We used L2 penalty for regularization. We used default regularization parameters (C = 1.0) of scikit-learn for logistic regression with L2 regularization. For Indep-NN and Joint-NN, we used Chainer [38] to implement neural networks. The dimension of the hidden layer was set to k = 200. When training the models, we used most frequent 10,000 baseline features (F b ) and 200-dimension article vectors (F v ) as input features of classifiers. For optimization, we used Adam with a learning rate of 0.001 and a mini-batch size of 10 and iterated over the training data until the drop of cross-entropy loss per document gets smaller than 1.0 × 10 −4 . These hyperparameters are set according to the result of our preliminary expriments. We did not apply any regularization such as dropout and weight decay.
Indep-Logistic was implemented as a baseline model intended to reproduce the model proposed by Higashinaka et al. [13] . Note, however, that the results of our experiments cannot be compared directly with those reported in their paper because some of the features they used are not reproducible and the training/test data sets are not identical.
Results
The overall results are summarized in Table 5 . We conducted dependent t-tests (two-sided) to determine statistical significance of improvements of the averaged F1 score, confirming that the improvement between any pair of settings is statistically significant at p < 0.01, except for the result between (Indep-Logistic,
Comparing the results between the baseline method (Indep-Logistic, F b ) and our full model (Multi-NN, F b +F v ), entity-based F1 score improved by about 5 points (83.34% to 88.28%), which is about 30% reduction of error rate. Table 5 also indicates that both of our two proposed methods, multi-task learning and article vector features, have a separate significant gain.
To see the improvement in labeling performance per NE type, we compared label-based F1 score of each NE type between (Indep-Logistic, F b ) and (Joint-NN, F b + F v ). Figure 3 shows the improvement in F1 score for each NE type, where NE types are sorted by the number of articles in descending order. The figures indicate that our full model tends to obtain a larger gain particularly for infrequent NE types, which means our model addresses the data sparseness problem for infrequent NE types.
We made a deeper analysis of how our full model learns labeling of NE types. Our joint learning model is designed to learn combinations of features effective for multiple NE types. If two NE types share common combinations of features, they will have similar weight vectors at the output layer. So we observed clusters of the learned weight vectors at the output layer of (Joint-NN, F b ) and discovered that many clusters comprise NE types that are semantically related with each other. Some example clusters are shown in Table 6 . For example, the NE type Book has such neighbors as Broadcast Program, Movie and Show. These NE types had similar weight vectors and gained considerable improvements with together. This demonstrates that our joint learning model learned combinations of input features and utilized them for multiple NE types effectively, which lead to the improvements observed particularly for infrequent NE types.
Conclusion
We have addressed the task of assigning fine-grained NE type labels to Wikipedia articles. To address the data sparseness problem, which is salient particularly in fine-grained type classification, we have introduced multi-task learning in which all the type classifiers are jointly learned by a neural network with a hidden layer. Additionally, to extend the input feature set, we have proposed to learn article vectors (i.e. entity embeddings) from Wikipedia's hypertext structure using the Skip-gram model and incorporate them into the input feature set. We created a new dataset containing over 22,000 manually labeled instances and conducted experiments on that dataset to evaluate the practical impacts of our ideas. The results show that both ideas gained their own statistically significant improvement separately in classification accuracy. The labeled dataset we created is available if one contacts the authors. For future work, we aim to incorporate our result of NE typing into fine-grained NER. Also, we'd like to seek ways to integrate the information of NE types into other NLP tasks such as information extraction and question answering.
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